Morrisburg Model Village
Satellite Locations Concept
The major objectives are to come up with ways to increase the number of residents and visitors who are fully aware
of existence of the Morrisburg Model Village attraction and its location on the waterfront path. This can significantly
increase the number of people who come to see it.
We also want to encourage visitors to the Morrisburg Model Village on the waterfront path to also visit other locations
in Morrisburg – with special focus on the downtown business areas. This can significantly enhance the economic
benefit to Morrisburg and other South Dundas commercial enterprises.
Another benefit is to enhance richness of the history & educational information content and depth that can be
supported as part of the model village.
Some potential MMV Satellite locations in Morrisburg are:
Municipal Building Lobby or Library
SD Tourism Visitor Centre
Chamber of Commerce Office
Upper Canada Playhouse
McIntosh Inn
Etc.








There will also be significant benefit to adding MMV Satellite locations outside Morrisburg. Some potential MMV
Satellite locations outside Morrisburg are:




Upper Canada Village Visitor Centre
Lost Villages Museum
OPG Cornwall Power Dam Visitor Centre

The encouragement of visitor traffic to each other’s locations can only enhance the level of the visitor experience and
generally improve the economic benefits to the region.
We anticipate that most of these MMV Satellite locations will be indoors (weather protected) and have a level of
oversight not possible at the MMV waterfront location. This will significantly increase the variety and richness of the
information display that is feasible.
The Satellite Locations can include:






More Historic Pictures, Maps and Documents
Building/House Models on mini streetscapes
History Information & Story Boards
Local History Books
Photograph Books

We anticipate that the MMV Satellite locations will generally be quite small and may vary their content on a regular
basis.
We will be discussing this concept with potential hosting sites in the near future.

